K. Allen updated Dec. 2007

WUDANG SWORD FORM
- names taken from Tai Chi Sabre Sword Spear by Cheng Tin-Hung 1990
SECTION 1
At rest, ready, beginning style
Grasping the bird's tail
Golden needle pointing South
Passing the sword style
Spreading the sword style
Hanging the sword style
Intercepting the sword style
Rhinoceros watching the moon
Step up to protect the knee
Swivel and dot
Turn back and stab
Hanging the golden bell upside down
Point to the trousers with the sword
Male & female phoenix spreading wings
Shooting star chasing the moon
Li Gwong shooting an arrow at the tiger
The wheel on the left and the right
Fisherman casting his net
Spin around and rein in the horse
Step up and move towards the door
Step back coiled dragon
Face to face sword
Yellow dragon turning right
Pui Kung cleaving a snake
Shooting star chasing the moon
Li Gwong shooting an arrow at a tiger
Embracing the moon
Pierce the heart
Step back and tease the genitals
Tiger lying in front of the door
Steersman rowing the boat
Rowing the boat with the current
SECTION 2
An immortal pointing the way
Dot red between the eyebrows
Cross the knees and chop
Step up to tease the genitals
Embracing the moon
Pierce the heart
Hang the bamboo basket on the left & right
Fairy damsel throwing a needle
Turn back raising the writing brush
Face the door sword
Tiger lying in front of the door
Catching a giant tortoise from bottom of sea
God of literature raising the wine vessel

Swing the arm back with the sword
Turn the body and plant the sword
Flick the whip on the left & right
White gibbon offering fruit
Tiger lying in front of the door
Fallen petals waiting for the broom
Tiger lying in front of the door
Turn back to put on armour
Swivel with the sword
Encircling the moon style
Single whip style
Hanging the golden bell upside down
Sweep a thousand soldiers on the left & right
Advance and point to the trousers
Scaly dragon hiding and about to fly
Green dragonfly touching water
Swivel and tease the genitals
SECTION 3
Cloud signal flag 3 times
Advance with reverse cut
Dispel the clouds to see the sun
Magic hand picking a star
Left & right horsetail broom blown by wind
Fierce tiger jumping over the stream
Remove the leg and intercept
Fish lying down on the left & right
Spin and sweep across
Yellow dragon turning left
Spreading aside grass looking for a snake
The wheel on the left and right
White snake putting out its tongue
Roc spreading its wings
Rein in the horse to watch the tide
Encircling the moon style
Single whip style
Sparrow hawk piercing the forest
Roc spreading its wings
Peasant digging with a hoe
Face the door sword
Spin and sweep across
Shooting star chasing the moon
Spin and sweep across
Great grandfather fishing
Support the beam & replace the column
Golden needle pointing south
Tai Chi in unity
Sword completion style

